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Catholic & Protestant attempt at 
Synthesis and Agreement 

 
A friend of mine gave some theological points that he felt might serve as a meeting place between Catholics and Protestants 
to find further common ground on our respective views of the doctrine of justification. Below, I give his exact published 
words in black letters and give my intermediary responses in red words within brackets. 
 
 
 
 
For you theology people: I'd really love your assessment of a model of justification I'm working on. The goal is to 
formulate an account that bridges Protestant and Catholic concerns, and *maybe* provides a doctrine we can 
actually agree on. Ambitious. But here it is, in "point" form: 
 
-Justification is that act of God in which God counts the justified person as having a title to eternal life [agreed]. In 
justification, God designates the justified person for the blessings of the kingdom, the resurrection, etcetera. 
[agreed] He forgives sins and says of the person, "this one will inherit the kingdom." [agreed] 
 
-That status is rendered to us by faith alone, but never a faith *that is* alone; it is rendered to us by a faith formed 
by love, which produces the fruit of love. [agreed. Pope Benedict XVI, in his exposition of St. Paul during a session of 
catechesis, said the following: “For this reason, Luther’s phrase: ‘faith alone’ is true, if it is not opposed to faith in charity, in 
love.” So faith alone does justify a man even in the event that he presents absolutely no works (moral or ceremonial) if and 
when that faith takes formation from another virtue that has to be present, namely, the virtue that disposes the human will 
and heart towards God in love and repentant obedience, i.e., charity. The thief on the cross, for example, presented no works 
at all. He had no chance! Nevertheless, he had faith, and that was demonstrated in his repentance and humble acceptance 
of God’s providential head in his own crucifixion. Herein is a place to keep our eyes for a moment, though. The classical 
Reformed observer is still going to want to divide between the repentance, humility, love, self-denial, and self-abandonment 
of the good thief from faith so much so that this division sufficiently isolates faith as the absolutely only virtue that justifies 
man since it alone serves as an instrument of the transaction of an imputation of an alien righteousness that belongs to 
someone else. This is where the Catholic blows the whistle and calls for a time-out. The texts that speak on imputed 
righteousness do not speak about the transfer of an alien righteousness. Rather, it speaks of faith being the possession of a 
man which God reckons as justice, and thereby justifies a man. One sees this in Romans 3-4. If the alien justice of Christ 
were the intended meaning of “dikaiosune” in Paul, he missed every opportunity to make it clear and straightforward. There 
are 3 passages that might be employed to assuage the meaning of Paul in this direction, and that is in 2 Cor. 5:21, 1 Cor. 
1:30&f, and Rom. 5:19. However, in 2 Cor. 5:21, the phrase of the gift is righteousness “of God”, not the righteousness “of 
Christ” or “that we might become His righteousness.” Why not? A perfect place to make that clear was overlooked by Paul. 
In 1 Cor 1:30&f, the “dikaiosune” is couched together with sanctification and redemption, and neither of the latter two are 
typically understood to be first the possession of Christ which is then shared with us. Rather, sanctification and redemption 
come from the effect of Christ’s sacrificial death, and this becomes wisdom for us, in other words, the way towards being 
justified before God’s law-court, to be sanctified in mind and heart, and to be redeemed from sin and death. Lastly, in 
Romans 5:19, Paul comes very close by saying that the “obedience” of Jesus is the cause of our being “made righteous”. But 
even here, the parallel is between Adam and Christ, and we know that Adam’s sin brought upon us the state of sin. Now, the 
Reformed want to see in this an imputation of an alien disobedience, namely, Adam’s. However, that is not the only way to 
read this. It can also mean that the state of being mortal and dead to God is what came as a consequence to all of Adam’s 
progeny (i.e. a realist application of Adam’s sin ala Augustine of Hippo). In that way, we are born “in Adam” as a dying and 
sinful subject. In the same way, then, if we are reborn in Christ the new Adam, we are “washed” “renewed” and “made alive”, 
and this becomes the way that Christ’s obedience to the cross is the cause of our being righteous. Therefore, Catholics have 
been keen to point out that when Paul says faith is the instrument of justification, he means to imply the presence of other 
virtues that make faith worthy of that kind of instrument. Here we need to converge the meaning of “faith” in Hebrews, for 
example, where faith and obedience are interchangeable. The Israelites who did not enter the promise land did not enter 
because they had an “evil heart of unbelief” which implies that a “good heart of belief” was necessary to enter. The author 
to the Hebrews uses Hab. 2:4 in such a way that unlocks the key to the Pauline usage (assuming the Holy Spirit is the one 
author of the New Testament), and there (Heb. 10/11), Hab. 2:4 is defining faith as the opposite of “drawing back” and is 



equivalent to “doing the will of God.” In this way, when Paul speaks of a workless justification by faith in Romans 4, he does 
not intend to bring our attention to the righteousness of an alien, but to show that the faith itself is changing the heart of 
man, and this change within man is fitting to be graciously the new term and condition by which God applies the forgiveness 
of sin that was purchased not by faith but by the blood of Jesus Christ.] 
 
-The reason faith alone justifies is because faith joins us to Christ, and makes us *one mystic person* with Christ. I 
mean by that that there is a corporate entity, the "whole Christ", formed by Head and members, constituted by the 
Holy Spirit. So when God says a member is entitled to the kingdom, he's saying that because they *share* the 
entitled-ness of the Head as an extension of the Head's identity. [agreeable. Though, a Catholic will want to say with 
Paul that faith cannot be absolutely nothing but a means to unite, because then faith carries no worthy virtue of itself to 
draw upon God’s favor. Whereas, in Paul’s argument in Romans 4, Abraham’s faith is precisely drawing God’s favor because 
it glorifies God by its relentless conviction and refusal to give into the temptation of alternative plans (i.e., Hagar or 
returning to Ur). When one sees Heb 10/11 as the grid through which to read Rom 4, one can see how it is by faith that men 
gained “approval” and “good testimony” by God. Now, the Reformed observer might look at this and reject it because it kind 
of sounds like we are moving right back into a works-debt-payment paradigm where faith pays the bill. However, that 
cannot be the case because faith cannot erase the infinite debt of guilt we owe to God. Moreover, faith itself is a gift of God 
(1 cor 4:7). Only the blood of Jesus can purchase man’s entrance into a relationship with God. But in the application of that 
relationship is the gift of faith formed by love, disposing man towards God as His ultimate end (e.g. the heroes of faith who 
did not see the promise but nevertheless sought for it).  
 
-The status "entitled to the kingdom" is rendered on the basis of standing in a relation to God's covenant: the 
relation of "reflecting God's glory into the world." That is, inheriting the kingdom isn't a matter of having done 
"enough", or earned enough points, to inherit the kingdom. Rather, those that are fitted for the kingdom are those 
that stand in a relation to reflecting God's glory into the world.  [Agreeable.] 
 
-There is therefore a *double ground* for our justification. The first ground is solely and only our union with Christ, 
in which we share the Head's identity and status. Because there is the "totus Christus", the whole Christ, in which 
the members share the history of the Head as branches share the history of the vine, the members are forgiven--
i.e. their identity outside of Christ is condemned and forgiven in Christ's death--and they are participants in Christ's 
own history, in which *he* kept the covenant perfectly and thus was entitled to eternal life (this is what 
"imputation" should refer to). [Very good analogy. This is also Aquinas’s point on the merits of Christ as the Head which 
then benefits the body-members. However, a Catholic would simply say that the justifying of the body-member isn’t simply 
a forensically interpreted new history, namely, that of Christ the covenant-keeper, but also (together with this) the internal 
transformation towards holiness that the body-member gets as a result of his insertion into this Mystical Person of Christ 
(head/body). I am afraid, for the sake of honesty, that the Reformed person is still going to require this ontological division 
such that the interior transformation is not part of the constitution of justification, but must be, as a dogmatic principle, 
relegated to another category that is not inclusive with justification but is merely simultaneous with it].  
 
-Our renewal by the Spirit, then, is the embodiment of our sharing and extending the history of Jesus in our own 
history. God covers our sinful attempts to live out the history of Jesus, and only sees and accepts--on account of 
Christ--the good of our attempts to live out the history of Jesus. That living along with sharing Christ's status 
through being joined to Christ is the basis for the truthfulness of God's verdict on us. [see above comments for the 
same] 

 


